We consider a certain N = 1 supersymmetric, SO(3)×SO(3) invariant, subsector of the dyonic ISO(7)-gauged maximal supergravity in four dimensions. The theory contains two scalar fields and two pseudoscalar fields. We look for stationary points of the scalar potential, especially the one preserving N = 3 supersymmetry of the original ISO(7) gauged theory. The N = 3 stationary point corresponding to the AdS vacuum in the D = 4 theory is lifted to a warped AdS 4 ×X 6 type solution in massive type IIA supergravity. This D = 10 background should be the dual of a certain N = 3 Chern-Simons matter theory in three dimensions.
Introduction
The four-dimensional SO (8) gauged maximally supersymmetric N = 8 supergravity was widely considered to be a unique theory, since its construction thirty years ago [1] . Interestingly, using embedding tensor formulation [2] , it was recently discovered that the SO (8) gauging can be realized in a mixed electric/magnetic frame compatible with the N = 8 supersymmetry [3] . A new parameter commonly called ω was introduced to parametrize the choice of the electric/magnetic frame. Inequivalent N = 8 theories are defined by values of ω in the interval 0 ≤ ω ≤ π/8 [3] [4] [5] . This development has stimulated numerous studies, including its critical points [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and the consequences of the deformation for the holographic dual theory [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Through the work of [4, [18] [19] [20] , it is proven that the purely electric SO(8) gauged theory can be obtained from M-theory via a consistent reduction on S 7 . However, a no-go theorem [21] shows that the ω-deformed SO (8) gauged supergravities cannot be realized via a compactification that is locally described by ten-or eleven-dimensional supergravity. This means we are not able to determine the dual CFTs by applying the standard AdS/CFT correspondence, whose formulation is usually facilitated by the existence of a weakly coupled local supergravity theory on the bulk side. 1 Besides SO(8) gauged theory, there exist also 4D maximal supergravities with other subgroups of SL (8) being gauged. In this paper, we will consider the ISO(7) gauged theory. 2 The ISO(7) gauging can be derived from the SO(8) gauging via an Inönü-Wigner contraction [27] . Similar to the SO (8) case, the ISO(7) group can be dyonically gauged, giving rise to two inequivalent theories: the theory in the purely electric frame and the theory in a mixed electric/magnetic frame [5] . The former is known to be derivable from M-theory by a consistent reduction on S 6 × T 1 , or from type IIA supergravity via a consistent S 6 reduction [28] , the latter can be embedded to massive type IIA, with the Romans mass m being identified as the parameter of the magnetic gauging upon reduction [29] . By virtue of the consistency of the reduction, solutions of the ISO(7) gauged theory can be lifted to solutions in (massive) type IIA. Some previous work on supersymmetric AdS 4 × X 6 type solutions in (massive) type IIA supergravity can be found in [29, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . All these solutions preserve at most eight supercharges, or in other words, N = 2 supersymmetry in four 1 It is possible that the ω-deformed SO(8) gauged theories can still be embedded into string theory via a framework more general than supergravity, for example, double field theory with the strong section constraint being relaxed, following the idea of [22] [23] [24] .
2 Recent work studying maximal supergravities with other dyonic noncompact gauging can be seen in [25, 26] .
dimensions.
In this paper we present explicitly, the first analytic AdS 4 × X 6 solution in massive type IIA preserving N = 3 supersymmetry in four dimensions. The D = 10 solution is obtained by lifting the N = 3 AdS 4 solution of the D = 4 dyonic ISO(7) gauged supergravity. It was shown in [12] that the critical points in the ISO (7) 4 In fact, the N = 3 critical point can be captured by a subsector of the full theory which is invariant under the SO(3) R × SO(3) D subgroup of ISO(7) [13, 40] . To obtain the N = 3 critical point, we truncate the ISO(7) gauged maximal supergravity to its scalar subsector invariant under SO(3) R × SO(3) D . The truncated theory preserves N = 1 supersymmetry, and it encompasses the scalar sectors invariant under SO(7) and G 2 as special cases. The N = 3 critical point appears to be a nonsupersymmetric solution of the truncated theory, however preserves N = 3 supersymmetry of the original N = 8 theory. Besides the N = 3 critical point, we also found a single N = 1, G 2 -invariant point and three N = 0 critical points, of which the G 2 -and SO(3) R × SO(3) D -invariant points are stable, while the SO(7) invariant point is unstable. The G 2 and SO(7)-invariant point is previously known in [7] , where the G 2 and SO(7)-invariant points in D = 4 maximal supergravities with all gaugings are listed. We then uplift the N = 3 critical point as well as the G 2 -invariant, N = 1, 0 critical points to massive type IIA supergravity using the uplift formulas given in [29] .
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we briefly review the ingredients of the dyonic ISO(7) gauged supergravity. In Sec. 3, we truncate the ISO (7) conclude in Sec. 5.
Note Added: While we were preparing this draft, the work [40] appeared in arXiv and it seems to overlap with our paper on the critical points and their spectra analysis in the
2 Dyonic ISO(7) gauged N = 8 supergravity
The D = 4 gauged maximal supergravity is characterized by the embedding tensor Θ M α which completely specifies the gauging [2] . The embedding tensor enters the Lagrangian through the quantity
which satisfies
implying a closed algebra. Indices M, N . . . transform as the 56 of E 7(7) which decomposes into 28⊕28 of SU (8) or 28⊕28 ′ of SL (8) . The decomposition of the 56 of E 7(7) under SU (8) or SL(8) suggests two different bases in which E 7(7) covariant quantities can be formulated.
In the SL(8) basis,
}, and the pure scalar sector of the 4D gauged maximal supergravity is given as
where M M N is the inverse of M M N . The latter is constructed from the bilinear of the 56-bein
with
The indices M , N label the 56 irreps realized in the SU (8) The 2-gamma matrices Γ ij AB comprise the generators of SO (8) in the chiral spinor representation. The position of the index is not crucial. Here, we use the same notation as [13] where the convention of the 2-gamma matrices is given explicitly. 5
5 Slightly different from [13] , here we interchanged the definition of Γ2 and Γ7.
Dyonic ISO(7) gauged maximal supergravity arises when the electric and magnetic parts of the embedding tensor are both nonvanishing. Specifically, X M N P takes the form
where
The inequivalent theories correspond to m = 0 or m = 0. The reason [5] is that one can use the SL(8) Cartan generator,
to rescale the electric and magnetic coupling constant (g, m) separately, and the effects of Λ red on the scalar matrix M M N can be absorbed by a nonlinear field redefinition.
Truncation to the SO(3) R × SO(3) D invariant sector
In this section, we truncate the ISO(7) = SO(7)×R 7 gauged theory to its subsector invariant under an SO(3) R × SO(3) D group, which is embedded in ISO(7) by the following series: 
where 
Substituting the scalar 4-form ansatz into the Lagrangian (2.3), we obtain the scalar potential for the SO(3) D × SO(3) R invariant sector of the dyonic ISO(7) gauged maximal supergravity as
So far we have been focused only on the scalar sector. In fact, the full fledged SO(3) D × SO(3) R invariant sector preserves N = 1 supersymmetry which implies the potential can be expressed in terms of a superpotential W , with
The location of the critical point depends on m/g, however, as mentioned before, the effects due to different m/g can be compensated by a nonlinear field redefinition. Therefore we can choose this ratio to be the one most convenient for our purpose. In finding the locations of the critical points, we choose m g = 2. 9) the N = 3 point is given by
10)
The mass spectrum of the fluctuations around this vacuum has been obtained previously in [12] by a group theoretic method without referring to the detailed position of the critical point: where the AdS radius squared L 2 0 = −6/V , V (g = 1, m = 2) = −18.662034. The G 2 invariant point is given by
The associated mass spectrum has the simple structure . This point is unstable against fluctuations as the mass squared of some scalar modes is below the BF bound. The scalar mass spectra associated with the two G 2 -invariant critical points and the single SO(7) v -invariant point coincide with those given in [7] , where the G 2 -and SO(7) v -invariant critical points in D = 4 maximal supergravities with all gaugings are analyzed.
Since different choices of m/g are related by highly nonlinear field redefinition, we expect that if m/g had been different from 2, the expressions of the critical points will not be as neat as the ones given above.
Lifting the 4D critical points to 10D massive type IIA
Previously, in order to find the exact positions of the critical points, we have set m = 2g for convenience. Thus a direct application of the uplift formulas will lead to solutions in massive type IIA supergravity with m = 2g. To recover the general m-dependence of the solution, we utilize two scaling symmetries of the equations of motion of the massive type IIA supergravity. In the type IIA Einstein frame conventions of [41] , these scalings act on the fields and the parameter of the theory as followŝ 
Supersymmetric SO(3) R × SO(3) L invariant solution in massive IIA
In terms of the auxiliary coordinates on S 6
which satisfy To lift the solution of the 4D dyonic ISO(7) gauged supergravity to that in the 10D massive type IIA supergravity, we utilize the uplift formulas given in [29] , in which the internal components of the 10D metric, the dilaton, and various form fields are constructed in terms of the SL (7)-covariant blocks of the D = 4 scalar matrix M M N :
Due to our gamma matrix notation, {x I } are related to {µ A , ν i } by the similarity transformation S = diag (1, 1, 1, 1, −1, −1, 1) , (4.5) which brings the SL(7)-covariant blocks of the D = 4 scalar matrix M M N into a form invariant under the standard SO(3) R × SO(3) D transformation given in [13] .
The 10D solution corresponding to the N = 3 critical point is then obtained as follows: and the internal metric on the deformed S 6 is given as
where Denote K i ≡ µ A η i AB dµ B , various p-form fields can then be expressed as
where dΩ (3) = vol(AdS 4 ) which is the volume element of the "unit" AdS 4 . Finally, the 10D dilaton is given by 
G 2 -invariant solutions in massive type IIA
In our notation, we can write down the almost complex structure on unit S 6 as 14) which satisfies J mn J nl = −δ l m , and also − 17) where ds 2 S 6 is the metric of the unit S 6 given in (4.3). Again, we introduced L 2 = 2 
φ 0Â
(1) = 0, 18) 7 Here N = 1 means four real supercharges.
Discussions and conclusions
In the paper [29] , it has been proposed that the holographic duals of the AdS 4 × S 6 ( S 6 means a deformed 6-sphere) backgrounds in massive type IIA are the simplest superconformal field theory first considered by Schwarz [42] , with a simple gauge group SU(N ), adjoint matter and level k. The Romans mass parameter m which gives rise to the magnetic coupling of the D = 4 theory has been argued to be related to the Chern-Simons level by [29, 43] 
where ℓ s is the string length. The N = 2 solutions found in [29, 39] are conjectured to be dual to certain N = 2 Chern-Simons matter theories. Some evidence has been given by matching the partitions of the supergravity solutions with those of the conjectured CFT's [29, 39] . Some evidence of this proposal can be seen from matching the bulk states of the 4D supergravity theory with the first few chiral primary multiplets in the dual CFT. A complete match between the short supergravity multiplets and the short CFT chiral primary multiplets requires the knowledge of the full Kaluza-Klein spectrum, nonetheless, we can make the first attempt by comparing the spectrum of the 4D supergravity theory with the lowest-level chiral primaries. Recall that [12] in the N = 3 AdS 4 vacuum, the N = 8 supergravity multiplet decomposes into one short supergravity multiplet DS(2, 3/2, 0) S , two short gravitino multiplets DS(3/2, 3/2, 1/2) S , one long gravitino multiplet DS(3/2, √ 3, 0) L and three massless vector multiplets DS(1, 1). On the CFT side, the chiral primary multiplets (labeled by the quantum number of the chiral primary operator) of the previously mentioned N = 3 CFT was studied in [45] . In their notation, the short supergravity multiplet corresponds to the short chiral primary multiplet ( As possible future research directions, it should be interesting to look for a D2 brane background whose near horizon limit smoothly approaches the N = 3 solution found in the paper. Remember that besides the supersymmetric solutions, we have also found two stable nonsupersymmetric critical points which are invariant under SO(3) R × SO(3) D and G 2 respectively. The stability of these solutions suggests their CFT duals may exist. It is therefore very intriguing to ask what kind of CFT could possibly be dual to these nonsupersymmetric AdS backgrounds.
Diagram 1 exhibits the heights of the cosmological constants for various critical points, from which one can guess whether two critical points can be connected by a holographic RG flow. It should be interesting to see if one can actually construct domain wall solutions interpolating these critical points, which can be useful for studying the 3D CFT. The N = 2 point found in [29] is included here. This suggests possible holographic RG flows among these critical points.
